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By KAYLA HUT ZLER

Mass retailer Target and apparel and accessories brand Missoni have built-up the
anticipation surrounding the Sept. 13 Missoni for Target collection debut through a
creative Tumblr blog that, at first glance appears, to have no real connection with either
brand.

The blog titled “All the Way Up Here” surfaced in the fashion world when it released
exclusive first-glances at the Missoni collection. The posts on the blog date back to May,
with mentions of founder and designer Margherita Missoni as the author’s fashion idol.

“In developing a mass-retail line, as Missoni has created for Target, it was necessary to
generate consumer awareness for an entirely different demographic,” said Emily Connor,
conversation manager at Media Logic, Albany, NY.

“Missoni relied on social platforms that many retail lines employ on a regular basis but in
a very different way,” she said.

“Using the sharing features of Tumblr and the real-time aspect of Twitter, Missoni and
Target have spread like wild fire through the fashion, lifestyle and culture blogs on the
Internet.”
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Ms. Connor is not affiliated with Target or Missoni, but agreed to comment as a third-party
expert.

Missoni and Target did not respond by press deadline.

All dolled up

The Tumblr account at http://allthewayuphere.tumblr.com/ appears to be one of a fashion-
loving fourth grader who idolizes Ms. Missoni.

However, the author describes herself as a porcelain doll and many times refers to her
hinges and how she would feel if she were not hollow.

There would be no indication that the blog was backed by either company, except for a
doodle on the left-hand side that reads, “I love these guys! Target and Missoni. I can’t
believe I’m working for them and they’re sending me to New York Fashion Week! So cool!”

In addition, the blog posts come off a bit childish except for the posts about Missoni
history and trips to Rome.

The blog came to the attention of the fashion world one month ago, when the author broke
the announcement for the Missoni and Target collaboration with the caption, “So glad I
have access to the inside scoop!”

However, it was not until Aug. 10 that the rumors regarding Target’s association
with Missoni were revealed in a post that read, “The Target and Missoni partnership wants
me, yes, your doll, to take my blog to NYC and continue blogging everything Missoni,
Target and fashion from the style frontlines.”

To further-secure the connection, the blog was the first to post the official sneak -peeks
from the collection Aug. 10.

 

 Style separates

The tone of the blog is geared towards younger consumers and aspirational Missoni fans.

This is most likely because the Target collection will give Missoni’s aspirational
consumers a chance to own something from the designer.
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The Missoni for Target collection pricing will range from $2.99 to $599.99 and includes
apparel and accessories for women, men, girls and baby as well as home and lifestyle
products, according to Target.

By completely separating the world of Missoni and Missoni for Target, the luxury brand
has made a conscience effort to ward-off worries that its  luxury status could be harmed.

While Ms. Missoni does reply to the blogger’s tweets, the Missoni brand has made no
effort to promote the Target collection on its social media pages or Web site.

Keeping the lines completely separate from each other is the best way for luxury brands to
retain their high-class status while opening the brand to mass consumers, according to
Ms. Connor.

“Too much mention of a mass-retail line certainly brings down the value of a luxury
brand, while not enough ensures a lack of buzz,” Ms. Connor said.

“By creating an almost parallel universe in which the two brands and promotional tools
touch but are not intertwined, the lines will likely be able to create enough noise, while
maintaining their own identity,” she said.

Final Take
Kayla Hutzler, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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